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Abstract. Non-linear attenuation of the Arterial Input Function (AIF)
is a major problem in first-pass MR perfusion imaging due to the high con-
centration of the contrast agent in the blood pool. This paper presents a
technique to reconstruct the true AIF using signal intensities in the my-
ocardium and the attenuated AIF based on a Hierarchical Bayesian Model
(HBM). With the proposed method, both the AIF and the response func-
tion are modeled as smoothed functions by using Bayesian penalty splines
(P-Splines). The derived AIF is then used to estimate the impulse re-
sponse of the myocardium based on deconvolution analysis. The proposed
technique is validated both with simulated data using the MMID4 model
and ten in vivo data sets for estimating myocardial perfusion reserve rates.
The results demonstrate the ability of the proposed technique in accu-
rately reconstructing the desired AIF for myocardial perfusion quantifica-
tion. The method does not involve any MRI pulse sequence modification,
and thus is expected to have wider clinical impact.

1 Introduction

Early diagnosis and localization of myocardial perfusion defect is an important
step in the treatment of Coronary Artery Disease (CAD). For prognostic eval-
uation and monitoring the efficacy of interventional measures of patients with
CAD, myocardial perfusion imaging plays an important role in establishing the
ischaemic burden and the viability of ischaemic myocardium. In recent years,
the development of myocardial perfusion cardiovascular MRI has extended its
role in the evaluation of ischaemic heart disease beyond the situations where
there have already been gross myocardial changes such as acute infarction or
scarring [1]. The ability to non-invasively evaluate cardiac perfusion abnormal-
ities before pathologic effects occur, or as follow-up to therapy, is important
to the management of patients with CAD. Differentiation of ischaemic but vi-
able myocardium from infarcted regions requires detailed global quantitative
assessment and modeling of myocardial perfusion characteristics. In MRI, quan-
titative results have been achieved in animal studies with intravascular agents
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Fig. 1. Left: an example series of first pass myocardial perfusion MRI showing Gd-
DTPA transit from the right ventricle, then to the left ventricle and finally entering
into the myocardial tissue. Right top: attenuation of the AIF due to high Gd-DTPA
concentration. Right bottom: Non-linear relationship between MR SI in the left ven-
tricule (LV) and contrast concentration computed from a dual-imaging study [3].

(polylysine-Gd-DTPA) as a macromolecular blood pool marker and with con-
ventional extracellular agents (Gd-DTPA) for human studies.

In general clinical practice, a high Gd-DTPA concentration is often required to
achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio of the myocardium. However, the relationship
between signal intensity (SI) and contrast concentration is linear only for low
Gd-DTPA concentrations, typically up to about 2 mM (for long saturation time
delay) [2]. Beyond this value, the overall SI and contrast concentration are not
linearly related, thus leading to a non-linear attenuation of the SI time curve
as shown in Fig. 1. Although this is usually not a problem for myocardium, as
the perfused Gd-DTPA is relatively low, the SI of the Arterial Input Function
(AIF), usually measured in the Left-ventricular (LV) blood pool, can be severely
attenuated [3]. This non-linear attenuation of the AIF can lead to large errors in
the estimation of myocardial perfusion reserve derived from the impulse response
of the Gd-DTPA bolus.

Extensive research in MRI pulse sequence design has been conducted recently
to tackle the problem of non-linear attenuation. The dual-bolus technique [4],
for example, uses a low gadolinium dose to measure the AIF, followed by a
high dose for the myocardial tissue signal. However, this protocol is complicated
to implement for routine clinical use and extensive care must be taken to en-
sure the reproducibility of the boluses. An alternative approach of using T1-fast
acquisition relaxation mapping (T1-FARM) [5] computes the T1 signal from
two gradient-echo k-space data sets, but the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for this
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method is low. To overcome this problem, a dual-imaging approach has been
proposed [3], which uses a shorter inversion recovery time to measure the AIF
and a longer recovery time to assess the myocardial perfusion response.

Considering the potential pitfalls of using these elaborated perfusion pulse
sequences in routine clinical practices, we propose in this paper an attenua-
tion resilient AIF estimation method based on conventional perfusion imaging
protocols with high-dosage gadolinium boluses. A recent study [6] has demon-
strated the value of a Bayesian technique for estimating a parametric AIF in
dynamic-contrast enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) using a parametric prior model of
the AIF. In this paper, we propose a Hierarchical Bayesian Model (HBM) for the
reconstruction of the AIF, where the measured AIF is estimated simultaneously
with the response function. Both the AIF and the response function are mod-
elled as smoothed functions by using Bayesian penalty splines (P-Splines) [7].
Since the information from the myocardium is sparse, a relatively informative
prior model is used for the response function in the reconstruction step. Subse-
quently, the derived AIF can be used in existing myocardial impulse response
estimation techniques based on deconvolution analysis. The proposed technique
is validated both with simulated data based on the MMID4 model [8] and ten in
vivo data sets for estimating AIF, MBF and myocardial perfusion reserve (MPR)
to demonstrate the potential clinical value of the technique.

2 Theory and Methods

Mathematically, HBM assumes the presence of latent variables, which are un-
known and cannot be observed [9]. A HBM typically consists of three stages.
The data model defines how the observed data — in this study the SI measure-
ments in the myocardial tissue Yit and in the blood pool Zt — is generated from
latent variables. The process model is a statistical description of the underlying
physical process — in this study the flow of the contrast agent in blood and
tissue, i.e. the (latent) response function in the myocardial tissue. In a third
stage, prior distributions have to be specified to complete the HBM. Inference
for the HBM is based on a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm.

2.1 Data Model

The observed signal intensities are realizations of stochastic processes, i.e. an
observation consists of the signal and some noise. Let Si(t) be the true contrast
concentration and Yit be the observed signal intensity at time t in section i of
the myocardium. Let A(t) be the true AIF and Zt the observed signal intensity
in the LV blood pool at time t. We assume that the signal intensity both in
the myocardium and in the LV blood pool is the true intensity plus white noise
Yit ∼ N(Si(t), σ2) for all i, t; Zt ∼ N(A(t), ρ2

t ) for all t. The variance of the ob-
servation error σ2 is estimated from the data with a flat inverse Gamma prior
σ2 ∼ IG(10−5, 10−5). The variance ρ2

t , however, is a priori fixed in this study
depending on Zt. This is because we know A(t) is equal to Zt for small values (up
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to observation error), so a small a priori variance of ρ2
t = 10−5 is used. For higher

values of Zt (i.e. Zt > c ·max(Zt)) the AIF is attenuated. So a priori we assume
a high variance (e.g., ρ2

t = 10 · max(Zt)2) for the AIF. So the prior information
for the AIF is rather weak and the observed signal intensity in the myocardial
tissue determines the AIF. The constant c can be chosen subject-specific, usual
values are between 0.4 and 0.5.

2.2 Process Model

A general approach to modeling the blood flow in the myocardial tissue is to
define the time curve of true signal in the myocardium Si(t) as a convolution of
the arterial input function A(t) and a response function f such that

Si(t) = A(t) ⊗ fi(t) =
∫ t

0
A(t − u)fi(u) du. (1)

The signal intensity is measured at discrete time points t1, . . . , tn, so Eqn. 1 can
be discretized as

S̃itk
=

T∑
l=1

A(tk − tl)fi(tl)Δt =
T∑

l=1

Ãklf(tl), (2)

where Δt represents the sampling interval [10]. The matrix Ã may be interpreted
as a convolution operator and is defined via

Ãkl =
{

A(tk−l+1)Δt for k ≤ l;
0 else. (3)

Thus, the process model can be written as S̃i = Ãf i for all i.

2.3 Prior Information

We assume that both the response function and the AIF are smooth functions
and can be approximated by B-Splines, i.e.

fi(t) =
p∑

j=1

βijBjt, A(t) =
∑

j

γjBjt, (4)

where B is the n×p design matrix of kth order B-splines with knots s1, . . . , sp+k

[10]. In vector notation, fi = (fi(t1), . . . , fi(tT ))′ and Eqn. 4 may be expressed
via fi = Bβi, Ã = Bγ, where βi and γ are regression parameters. We plug this
representation of f into S̃i = Ãf i and get

S̃i = Ãf i = ÃBβi = Dβi, (5)

where D = ÃB is a T × p design matrix, which is the discrete convolution of
the AIF with the B-Spline polynomials. However, in the HBM, D is dependent
on A, i.e. D is unknown and is estimated along with the other parameters.
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Following the theory of Bayesian P-Splines [7], a penalty function is used on
the regression parameters βi and γ, respectively. Here a second order difference
is used as stochastic restriction, known as “random walk of second order”, where

βit ∼ N(2βi,t−1 − βi,t−2, φit) for t > 2, for all i (6)

and
γt ∼ N(2γt−1 − γt−2, ψt) for t > 2. (7)

Due to the fast upslope at the beginning of the contrast uptake compared to
the rest of the perfusion sequence, an adaptive prior has to be used for smoothing.
That is, the variance parameters φ and ψ differ over time (and space) and are
estimated from the data itself. To this end, flat inverse Gamma priors are used
[7], where φit ∼ IG(a, b), ψt ∼ IG(a, b) with a = 1, b = 10−5.

3 Simulation Study

To evaluate the proposed HBM AIF estimation method, simulated myocardial
perfusion intensity curves were generated using the MMID4 model [8]. Data was
simulated to represent healthy subjects and patients with different grades of
stenoses both in rest and under stress. For each group and state, 12 sections
of the myocardium with different MBF values were simulated 10 times (values
for healthy subjects are MBF at rest 0.8-1.0, MBF under stress 1.5-2.0, MPR
1.88-2.30; for subjects with stenosis: MBF at rest 0.8-1.0, MBF under stress 0.9-
1.5, MPR 1.13-1.50). The simulated concentration series were then attenuated
following the measurements of [2], i.e. translated into normalized T1-weighted
signal intensities. Random noise with a SNR of 6:1 was added to the signal in-
tensities. The attenuated AIF was then reconstructed with the proposed HBM
algorithm. Fig. 2 (left) depicts the true AIF used in the simulation, showing
the simulated attenuated SI time intensity curve in the LV and the 10 recon-
structions of the AIF from data representing healthy patients under stress. In
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Fig. 2. Left: true AIF used in the simulation, attenuated AIF and the 10 reconstruc-
tions for a healthy patient under stress. Right: scatter plot of true AIF against atten-
uated and reconstructed AIF, respectively, with smoothing splines.
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Fig. 2 (right), the true AIF values are plotted against the attenuated AIF and
the 10 reconstructions of the AIF. Cubic smoothing splines (λ = 1) are drawn
for the reconstructions and the attenuated AIF, respectively.

The reconstructed AIF were then used in a semi-parametric analysis [11]
to estimate the MBF at rest and under stress and the myocardial perfusion
reserve (MPR), i.e. the ratio of hyperemic and baseline MBF. It can be deduced
that with the reconstructed AIF, the mean overestimation of MBF is reduced
from 118% to 28%. The mean squared error of MPR estimation was reduced by
60.6% with the proposed reconstruction of the AIF. For the analysis with the
attenuated AIF the 95% confidence intervalls (CI) of the estimated MPR values
cover the true value in 33% of the sectors, whereas the 95% CI computed with
reconstructed AIF always cover the true values.

4 In Vivo Study

To assess the clinical value of the proposed technique, the algorithm was applied
to a study of 10 subjects. Results from the proposed technique were compared
to results from a dual-imaging sequence [3]. The latter uses scanning protocol
which includes an additional FLASH sequence with short saturaiton-recovery
time delay to directly measure the input function in the LV.

For this study [3], images were acquired with a 0.1 mmol/kg injection of a
Gadolinium-based contrast agent on a 1.5-T Siemens Sonata scanner with single-
shot FLASH with 48×64 resolution with a short saturation recovery time (SSRT)
of 3.4 msec, TE= 0.5msec, TR= 1msec. This was followed by measurement in
the same cardiac cycles with a 108 × 256 resolution on the same FOV with a
longer saturation recovery time (LSRT) of 63.4 msec, TE = 1.2 msec, TR =
1.86 msec. Each subject was scanned once under rest, followed by a scan after
injection of 140 μg/minute/kg of adenosine for four minutes, i.e. under stress.
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Fig. 3. Left: MBF computed with attenuated (Δ at rest, ∇ under stress) and re-
constructed (o at rest, • under stress) AIF plotted against reference values from the
dual-imaging technique. Right: MPR computed with attenuated (Δ) and reconstructed
(•) AIF against reference values from the dual-imaging technique.
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Table 1. Mean squared difference between reference method and attenuated and re-
constructed AIF for MBF at rest and under stress and MPR

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 Subject 5
att. rec. att. rec. att. rec. att. rec. att. rec.

MBF at rest 0.886 0.407 80.039 1.680 3.640 1.581 2.937 1.484 1.078 1.570
MBF under stress 1.658 0.945 1.269 0.281 2.489 0.678 3.096 0.929 1.163 0.962
MPR 1.878 0.827 0.141 0.122 0.684 0.450 1.053 0.627 1.093 0.613

Subject 6 Subject 7 Subject 8 Subject 9 Subject 10
att. rec. att. rec. att. rec. att. rec. att. rec.

MBF at rest 3.372 2.057 0.986 1.225 32.037 4.605 1.131 0.663 3.127 1.100
MBF under stress 3.356 0.629 1.195 0.944 0.937 0.033 0.864 0.438 2.614 1.035
MPR 1.029 0.306 1.206 0.771 0.029 0.007 0.765 0.659 0.836 0.941

Results from the analysis using three different input functions are used to
illustrate the accuracy of the proposed technique:

a) the signal intensity measured in the LSRT scans, i.e. a conventional atten-
uated AIF,

b) the signal intensity measured in the SSRT scans, i.e. an AIF from the dual-
imaging technique, which is used as reference model here,

c) the AIF reconstructed with the proposed technique.

Maximum blood flow (MBF) and myocardial perfusion reserve (MPR) were
computed from the data with the corresponding AIF. Fig. 3 (left) depicts the
MBF at rest and under stress in the sectors of the myocardial tissue for subject
1. For the baseline scan, all three models agree reasonably well, i.e. non-linear
attenuation does not represent a significant issue. However, for the hyperemic
scan, MBF computed with the attenuated AIF is underestimated for small values
and overestimated for larger values of MBF. MBF values computed from the
reconstructed AIF however mostly agree with the reference method based on
the dual-imaging sequence. Fig. 3 (right) depicts the MPR in different sections
of the myocardium for subject 1. MPR estimates with the attenuated AIF show
large differences compared to the reference method, whereas results from the
reconstructed method correspond well with the reference data.

Tab.1 lists the mean squared difference of MBF and MPR between reference
method and attenuated and reconstructed estimates, respectively, for the 10 sub-
jects studied. The mean squared difference is noticeably reduced for all subjects.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a technique for dealing with attenuated AIF in
myocardial perfusion imaging based on HBM. The HBM uses information from
the observed attenuated signal in the LV blood pool along with information from
the signal in the myocardial tissue based on a smoothness constraint and Bayesian
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P-splines [7]. Compared to recently proposed techniques such as dual-imaging,
dual-bolus or T1-FARM, the proposed technique does not involve any MRI pulse
sequence modification, and thus is more practical for routine clinical use. Although
the proposed technique assumes a smooth AIF, the algorithm does allows for
rapid changes. The cutoff parameter c has to be choosen patient-specifically; for
all subjects in the in vivo study values of c between 0.4 and 0.5 were sufficient
and changes to the c parameter of ±0.1 did not change the results significantly.

Application of the proposed technique to simulated data and to in vivo scans
clearly demonstrate the ability of the proposed technique to accurately recon-
struct the desired AIF for myocardial perfusion quantification. The results il-
lustrate the problems of correct estimation of MBF and MPR when using an
attenuated AIF; especially for higher values of MBF (e.g., for healthy patients
under stress). By using the reconstructed AIF with HBM, estimates of MBF and
MPR are similar to the ground truth data derived from the reference scans.
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